LESSON 22
CYBERBULLYING

Lesson 22: Cyberbullying

WARNING
The Hacker Highschool Project is a learning tool and as with any learning tool there are
dangers. Some lessons, if abused, may result in physical injury. Some additional dangers
may also exist where there is not enough research on possible effects of emanations from
particular technologies. Students using these lessons should be supervised yet encouraged
to learn, try, and do. However ISECOM cannot accept responsibility for how any
information herein is abused.
The following lessons and workbooks are open and publicly available under the following
terms and conditions of ISECOM:
All works in the Hacker Highschool Project are provided for non-commercial use with
elementary school students, junior high school students, and high school students whether
in a public institution, private institution, or a part of home-schooling. These materials may
not be reproduced for sale in any form. The provision of any class, course, training, or
camp with these materials for which a fee is charged is expressly forbidden without a
license, including college classes, university classes, trade-school classes, summer or
computer camps, and similar. To purchase a license, visit the LICENSE section of the HHS
web page at http://www.hackerhighschool.org/licensing.html.
The Hacker Highschool Project Project is an open community effort and if you find value in
this project, we ask that you support us through the purchase of a license, a donation, or
sponsorship.
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Foreword From Glenn Norman, Project Manager, 2012-1016
I first got in touch with Pete Herzog and ISECOM (http://isecom.org) in 2010 through
LinkedIn because, as a professional editor, I thought I could make a contribution to the
writing and layout of some of his products. Initially I thought about working on the OSSTMM
(http://osstmm.org), but accepted Pete’s offer to work on lessons for Hacker Highschool
(http://hackerhighschool.org). In 2012 Pete asked me to take on the job of unpaid
volunteer Project Manager for the Hacker Highschool Version 2 Rewrite Project, which I
accepted.
Over the next four years I managed over 10,000 emails, almost 100 contributors and over
200 supporters of the project. Some of the lessons went through as many as 50 drafts, all of
which I managed and edited. I learned a tremendous lot about hacking, hackers and
hacker culture, most of it positive. By 2016, however, financial pressures forced me to
relinquish the role of Project Manager.
The Hacker Highschool materials are open and free to the public, released under a
Creative Commons Non-Commercial, No Deriviatives, Attribution Required License, which
is an extension of copyright not formally embodied in law. Formal, legal copyright, of
course, is always owned by the creator of a work, unless the creator is paid, or signs away
rights in a contract. This means that all materials contributed to Hacker Highschool remain
the copyright property of the contributors.
After my departure, ISECOM chose to keep our contributions but remove the names of
several people from the Contributors pages, including mine.
So to preserve record of the contributions of the many good people of the Hacker
Highschool rewrite project, here are the lessons that are my work product as the volunteer
Project Manager of the Hacker Highschool Version 2 Rewrite Project from 2012-2016.
Parts of these lessons are Copyright © 2016 Glenn Norman, including editing,
arrangement, verifying and integrating contributed materials, and original text. All rights
are reserved, though these documents may be freely distributed provided this statement
remains intact.
All other materials remain the copyrighted property of their respective contributors,
beyond their use and acknowledgment in Hacker Highschool Version 2.
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Introduction and Objectives
Bullying and Cyberbullying
Imagine for a minute that your name is Starcluck Donk. Yes, it is a weird name but that is
why we are using our imagination. At least we didn't ask you to imagine yourself as a tree
or something really strange. Okay Starcluck, you are cruising along the Internet looking for
something to do when you come across a web page with your name in it. The web page
greets you with “Welcome to the “WE HATE STARCLUCK DONK” web site”. The entire site is
dedicated to images of you (taken without you knowing) with captions describing mean
and nasty things about you. Besides the images, there are hundreds of insults against you
going back to your first year in school. The early postings mention how when you were six
years old you tried to make an art drawing with water color but it came out looking “like
vomit.” Another post slams you for getting rejected at football try-outs.
Each comment, each picture, and each post gets meaner and more brutal the more you
look at this monstrous web page dedicated to hating you. Someone even posted altered
images of you with ways they’d like to see you killed. One image shows your face on a
man hanging from a noose while another shows your face on a person being hit by a
passing car. You are horrified and sick to your stomach as you view the online material.

You shut off your browser with nausea filling your body.
Next comes the random text messages that arrive on your computer and mobile phone
all through the day and night. Each text message taunts you, swears at you, ridicules you
yet you can't figure out who is sending these nasty remarks. Next, the texting includes
photos of you drinking at the school water fountain or kicking a ball at the local park.
These are photos that were taken today. The photos include horrible remarks about how
that sender is going to hurt you or kill you. There is no way to tell if it is just one person
tormenting you or a whole group of people who are doing this.
You can't sleep at night even though you've shut off your mobile phone and your
computer. You become nervous for your safety and spend more time alone, to reduce
the chances of having more pictures posted of you or texted to you. The taunts continue
everyday, every hour. You feel sick all the time now. You lose interest in activities you had
always loved. Eating and sleeping become a challenge because your mind is always
focused on this constant unseen threat. The weeks pass as do the months. Your school
grades are suffering as the menacing continues and worsens. The messages are now
telling you to kill yourself. “To help out the rest of the world, end our suffering by ending
your life,” one text message says.
Sixteen months after you discovered the awful web site, “Welcome to the “WE HATE
STARCLUCK DONK” web site, the cyber threats and madness continues with no end in
sight for you. All of your friends have stopped seeing you because they don't recognize
you anymore. Your school grades have dropped to the point where you will not pass a
single class. Your parents have taken you to the doctors so many times because they
want to know why you've lost so much weight. Your parents continually ask, “Why are you
spending so much time alone in your bedroom?”
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The bathroom mirror portrays an image of someone you don't like, yourself. With confused
eyes and a scrambled mind, you examine your mirror image and detest the sight you see.
Are you better off dead? Are all those messages right? “Am I worthless,” you tearfully
whisper to yourself as you bring the razor blade towards your left wrist.
This is cyberbullying.

Objectives
Our goal is to educate you on the ins and outs of cyberbullying. Whether you are the
victim or someone you know is the victim, you can help with a little hacker know-how. The
technology we use for communication, sharing information, socializing and such is also
the same technology that can be abused. Mobile phones have cameras that allow for
great photos or unpleasant candid shots that can be taken without someone's consent.
The same cellular network signal that we use to chat and text also becomes a
threatening tool used to exploit the fear and impose the cruelty of others. And thanks to
our hyper-inter-connectedness this cruelty can be quickly shared with large numbers of
people in a matter of microseconds. The shame of someone's taunts can be spread
across a wide range of media with little recourse available to the victim. This happens
because mass communication has blended with mass media and so the best and worst
of society can be instantly and widely recognizable there.
Meanwhile, the media and Hollywood have done a wonderful job of exploiting the
concept of the cyberbully. Yes, there are cases of teens being tormented and abused by
others online. There are also cases of suicides that may or may not be related to the
actions of a bully. Keep in mind that there are studies showing an increase in teen suicides
due to depression and similar factors. Those are the stories that the media like to illuminate
because they can attach a new technology twist on an age old problem, which is teen
suicides. What we do know for sure is that it is tough just being a teen. And just because a
new piece of technology has been added to the world doesn't necessary mean it will
alter anyone's behavior. We all know that mean people suck, whether online or in your
face.
So here we are simply addressing the topic of cyberbullies, their motives, the victimization,
the current techniques, the possible outcomes and ways you can cope with this menace.

What's the Difference?
Bullying can loosely be defined as the consistent unacceptable behavior of a person or
people who criticize, find faults, exclude, isolate, shout at, or otherwise perform an array of
other actions aimed at hurting and humiliating another person who is perceived as a
victim. Bullying can cause a vicious circle where it causes the victims to feel sad and not
want to participate in activities like sports or social functions which in turn are the types of
things that the victim is bullied about. Then the bullies take advantage of the perceived
incapability of their victims to defend themselves against their aggressive behaviors and
actions. Where bullying involves adults it may be criminally prosecuted under any one of
various laws that fits the crime whether it's harassment, extortion, blackmail or even
assault. What is clear is that this behavior serves no legitimate purpose.
Cyberbullying on the other hand is simply bullying through cyber space. This usually
involves children, preteens or teenagers who are tormented, harassed, humiliated,
embarrassed or even threatened via the Internet, or using digital and interactive
technologies and mobile phones, by another minor, usually of similar age range. In cases
where such actions involve an adult, it is referred to as cyber-harassment or cyberstalking.
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Many bullying acts are motivated by the selfish interests of the bully to derive some form of
pleasure or feeling of superiority from their victims’ suffering. By feeling superior, they
continue the bullying because thinking they are superior, they can. So even if they don't
feel pleasure from the bullying, meaning they do it to achieve something they want, they
may still do it out of a feeling of righteousness as if the bullied person deserves the bullying.
Does it hurt? Yes it hurts, sometimes even results in the death of innocent kids who have
been pushed beyond their limits or physically attacked. Some victims hide, others skip
school, some even drop out of school all to avoid the pain and humiliation of being
bullied. But this may not be so easy to do when the abuse is online.
Cyberbullying amounts to psychological torture that can result in lasting emotional impact
on the bullied person. And since it's on the Internet, it may even follow them for years.
Bullies, on the other hand, may never really learn empathy towards another human. With
each act of bullying they slide further away from being able to function in real society
even as an adult. These tormenting monsters can't empathize in a meaningful way, which
results in a destructive lifestyle and dysfunctional relationships.
That will affect the jobs they get, the people they meet, and the life they lead mostly
because society is built around communities and those require empathy to build. So while
it's just cruel, evil, and wicked to bully anyone for any reason, no society will tolerate a
bully because bullies keep a community from properly functioning and are a detriment to
any form of democracy or fair dealings. That's why there are such harsh criminal
sentences for harassment and bullying, whether by teens or adults and especially online
where it's particularly nasty.

Online vs. Offline Bullying
You might think that being bullied online may not be as big a deal as physical bullying. It is
very much the opposite. Ever heard ”It's better to deal with the devil you know?” Then this
phrase best suits cyberbullying. Online, bullying victims often deal with people they do not
know; the bullies are like ghosts hiding behind the Internet, lying in waiting. In
cyberbullying bullies text and call their victims, initiate chats on social networking sites and
even email their victims anonymously. There is nobody that the victim can respond to, yell
at, or even try to stand up to. It is one of the worst mental tortures that teens have to deal
with.
There is a big difference between a joke and being a bully. The major issue with being a
cyberbully is that the comments, slurs, altered photos and such become a permanent
part of the Internet and will follow the victim around for the rest of their lives. A black eye
will fade and disappear along with the emotional distress. However, a repulsive statement
against another person on the internet will never change or become painted over .

Forms of Cyberbullying
Cyberbullying takes many forms, defined based on the instigators and motives. These are
the major forms: masquerading, harassment, anonymity, flaming, the imposter, trolling
and outing.
Masquerading: Masquerading isn't just hiding behind a mask – it's pretending to be
someone the victim knows. A bully might create phony email addresses, make phony
social networking accounts and even use someone else the victim knows. Some will steal
a victim's password and log into their email, then use it to troll strangers to make them
respond by tormenting the real person.
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Deal With It: Masquerading
Know methods to identify a person over the Internet and for knowing when an
account is fake. The same skills you use to discover if a website or an email is a scam
are those you'll need to unmask a cyberbully. In other words, if you've made it this far,
you're already working on these skills.

Harassment: Harassing someone is bugging the crap out of them and never stopping.
Your little sister does it to you. In one method, bullies send insulting messages or emails to
people or groups (in the victim's name, of course). Some try to make their threats seem
real by posting threats in chat rooms or on bulletin boards: “Today I'm going to kill you”
and “You will die today” seem to be popular options.

Deal With It: Harassment
If you have developed supernatural mind control, you can totally blow their exploit
by remaining charming and gracefully explaining to anyone necessary how it's not
you sending those emails, or whatever the problem is. Laugh at their foolish threats:
Silly humans!
The rest of us will pit creativity against creativity. Set up a Google alert for your own
name so you know when something bad pops up. Swiftly, and once again, calmly
swoop in and do any necessary damage control. Try to respond to anger via email.
That lets you slow down and re-read what you write so you can carefully defuse the
bombs. Then lie in wait. Life is long, and people make mistakes.

Anonymity: The anonymous bully sends intimidating messages without revealing who they
are. It's easy to create a fictitious name that can't be traced to any specific person.
Dealing with such people is pretty complex and even the police have a hard time trying
to unravel the mysterious bullies because of (what do they always say?) limited time and
resources. Talk about creativity: “I'm going to kill you” and “Today you will die” are popular
here too. Imagine that.

Deal With It: The Anonymous Poster
First, consider the cowardice involved, so you can cool off. Then remember: these
people are your rightful prey. Excel at DoXing, because it's really hard to hide online
from hackers who know how to be resourceful. Look for op slips, operational slip-ups
where they divulge information they think won't harm them (weather, time zone,
where they ate at a certain time) and crossing identities, when two identities share
information (Really? You both live on Evergreen Terrace?) so you can follow the trail
of fake identities back to the bully.

Flaming: Piss off the right person in a forum, and you'll find out for yourself what flaming is:
it's when someone goes into an all-out campaign of rage against you. Usually this
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happens when you say something that's offensive to somebody (good luck avoiding that).
Generally the cyberbully blows the issue out of proportion – but not by his standards.

Deal With It: Flaming
The best way to avoid flame wars is to be careful how you phrase things (good luck
with that). Sometimes it's really difficult for other people to understand your intent
through your writing, especially when you're kidding or being sarcastic. Make it a
special point: never say bitter words online when you're angry, because cyberbullies
will use them against you if even to justify themselves. If you think you have to respond
then it's always better to write your message and then wait a day before sending it
and see if you feel the same way later. It's easier to identify any bitterness in your own
writing after some time has passed. Or just have an impartial person read it over for
you if you happen to have one available.
Once the flames are already rising, your options are few. One is hiding. Another is
profuse apologies. (Good luck again.)

The Copycat: So, Starcluck, you just found out that someone using your name has joined
quite a few gay forums, and issued quite a few invitations. How did you find this out?
When your doorbell started ringing and so did your phone, and it continued night and
day. And all your friends and family are mad because they've gotten hateful messages
from “you.” You're wondering when the police will come knocking.
It is easy to pretend to be the victim on the Internet. A cyberbully may post as the victim
with their information and photos on an adult sex forum or other locations and pretend to
be interested in meeting someone. The unsuspecting victim suddenly gets shocked with
hundreds of responses for the request they never made. The online information also puts
the victim at the disadvantage by having their information posted for other adults to see,
including, for example, their home address. The cyberbully can even go as far as posting
mean or degrading comments about your close friends while pretending to be you. This
puts the victim at the disadvantage of having to prove they didn't post those comments
while trying to maintain a friendship.

Deal With It: The Copycat
It's really hard to stop a copycat and you likely can't. You need to treat them as an
anonymous threat and try to figure out who it is through op slips. But before you do
that, alert your friends and family that someone has made copycat accounts of yours
and is contacting friends and family pretending to be you. Warn them before you
need to repair ALL your friendships.
Ask them to keep any emails or messages they receive from this copycat so you can
examine them for forensic evidence. Depending on the laws where you are, the bully
may have committed the crime of identity theft already. If he or she is already this
bold, you should consider contacting the police. You don't want them contacting
you instead – because it looks like you've committed a crime. If a bank or credit card
account gets involved, you want the record to show you alerted the police first!

Catfishing:
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Deal With It:
Nobody should be catfished. It's ridiculous that it happens. Trusting people you've never
met to be who they show in their profile is ridiculous and taking that trust to a romantic
level without having at least searched on their name, does an image search, or even just
DoXed them because you like them and want to know more about them is taking trust to
the point where only fools and desperate people go. Don't do it. Wanting to know more
about someone you've “met” online is not an invasion of their privacy and certainly not
asking too much if you are in a relationship with them.

Trolling: This is an attempt to cyberbully people through public or private forums by
repeatedly mocking what the victim writes and insulting them as a person rather than just
their ideas.

Deal With It:
Old school advice tells you that the best way to handle a troll is not to feed them- don't
respond to their insults or try to justify yourself to them. They aren't listening to reason and
the certainly don't care about your replies. They will only use them to further bully.
However, that may not always work. At some point maybe the best way to handle a troll
is to see their insults as a game and play back by making your own troll personality in the
same forum and troll them back. If they are Masquerading or plain Anonymous then you
need to DoX them and catch op slips to be successful. But no matter what, don't take
any of it personally because it's all just a game for the trolls.

Outing: This is when a bully makes public any of the victim's personal or private messages
and shares it with others with the main aim of embarrassing or psychologically torturing
the victims. Outing may be as simple as going through another person’s text messages,
which is rude. But outing may also include trespassing into the victim's email and other
accounts and then post all those messages online in full public view.

Deal With It:
Outing is prevented by keeping message channels private, password protecting their
mobile phones and tablets, and securing your communications. This is why good hackers
are difficult to out because they are so careful with what they make public, what they
share, and how they defend their systems.

Cyberstalking: This is still another form of online bullying where victims are followed to all
the online places they post by the cyberbully. The cyberstalkers become Lurkers, who just
watch and rarely post except to let the victim know they are being watched. Cyberbullies
who engage this stalking behavior may even contact and friend the victim's friends and
family posing as a good friend of the victim just to get closer to their target. Unfortunately,
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all too often, cyberstalking becomes real-world stalking and real physical assault may be
the result.

Deal With It:
The threat of cyberstalking can be very serious and you need to use your skills in DoXing
to figure out who this person is. One technique is to lure the cyberstalker into a forum of
your control where you can capture details about them such as their computer type,
browser type, and IP addresses used to narrow down who it could be. This is also needed
if you eventually involve the police.
Current reliable studies on cyberbullying are showing a backlash against such mean
tactics. Teens are doing a much better job of policing up themselves and keeping order,
then they do in regular society. If one person doesn't play nice with the others, they are
kicked out of the group. Teens today are much tighter than ever before. This could be
because they are sharing more personal information and getting to know each other on
levels other generations never could. So it looks like just the bad ones are the ones that
make the news.

How Do Bullies Feel?
Every action has a motive behind it and the aftermath of every action is a reaction. Many
people wonder why bullies act the way they do. They do it to appear superior to their
victims. It lets the bully feel important, self-righteous, in charge and having command over
others. The bully might not always feel good, but the knowledge that the kid being bullied
feels worse is all they want. The truth is often there is no reason for the bullying. Even most
bullies don't really know why they did it. Interviews with adults who were bullies at a
younger age provide an even blurrier picture. Some are sad and deeply regret what they
did but others justify their actions as just something kids do or something that was normal
to do at that time. Bullies caught in the act often can't defend their actions because they
can't logically explain their reason to act that way. It may just be a left-over result from
evolution where expressing dominance is how one got ahead in a group. All this shows
that the act of bullying is primal, emotional, and even possibly hormonal and usually not a
direct, conscious decision to act that way. This of course doesn't excuse the act but it
does make it clear that it's often not premeditated and therefore can be addressed by
altering cultural norms and mandating lessons in empathy, at least until the bully outgrows
the hormonal cause. But until then, you need to survive it and to do that you need to
protect yourself.

How Does It Feel To Be Bullied?
The bullied kids ask themselves an ocean of questions: Why me? What did I do? What
does he/she want from me? What should I do to end this nightmare? It is like a nightmare;
one wishes to wake up one day and find the nightmare gone. The bullied child is
psychologically tortured and at times physically abused. In 2010, 34 children in the USA
were reported to have lost their lives in bullying-related cases from other kids. One was
killed trying to save a kid brother from a gang of teenage bullies. But not all bullying
happens in school by other kids. Kids are also bullied by adults, often their own school
teachers, who, perhaps trying to be funny, mock the kids openly in class which results in
ridicule by peers. Bullying causes vicious circles which invites more bullying.
Many people quietly blame the victim of the bullying. Popular culture is full of references
where the victim needs to stand up to the bully to make it stop and then the movie or
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show concludes with the victim over-powering or out-foxing the tormenter to get justice.
The reality is that whether the victim brings it on themselves or not there is never any
justification for bullying. However since so much of society is still so bent on this idea of
some victims “deserving” what they get, and they have difficulty putting themselves in
someone else's perspective to see what it must be like for them, victims are often on their
own to deal with the situation. And when it comes to cyberbullying, most times even the
police can't help. So the victims really need to get the skills to protect themselves because
usually nobody else can.

Can an Email or Text Message Kill?
Cyberbullying doesn’t stop at making the bullied person miserable and the bully feel
better; it can result in more tragic consequences, the worst being suicide. According to
the Center for Disease Control (CDC), about a third of deaths among young people are
through suicide. This amounts to close to 4,400 deaths annually. Also, 7% of USA high
school students have attempted suicide with double the number- 14% contemplating
suicide as an option to tackle persistent bullying of various forms.
According to a study by Yale University, bullying victims are between 2 and 9 times more
likely to contemplate suicide than non-victims. In Britain, another study showed that at
least 50% of suicide cases among youths are connected to bullying, with the kids between
10 and 14 being at higher risk. Indeed bullying can kill and people have lost lives through
such cases. Keep the statistics in perspective, though. Cyberbully statistics appear to rise
as events are recognized for what they are and those events are reported. If the bullying
occurs and is not reported, there really is no way to accurately track them. Any form of
harassment will demoralize a person's self-esteem.
Cyberbullying occurs with females more often from a female bully. The trend worsens as
bullies move towards sexual victimization to embarrass or exploit the victim’s social
status. Basically, the female bully tries to show the victim as a sexual deviant by providing
false digital pictures of the victim and rumors that are difficult to defend against.
It is simple to post someone’s head on another person’s digital picture body. The same
applies to social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and other online meeting places. The
bully can easily start a smear campaign and spread horrible content about a victim
before the victim can get the material removed. The damage to a person’s reputation
has already begun from which it is difficult to recover.

Crushing a Cyberbully
Your friends are a tight group but can shift at a moment’s notice. Your group doesn’t
have set of social rules, you just hang out and talk between classes. In your group you
have a friend's friend that is nice enough but isn’t the coolest guy to be seen with. As you
and the group get to know your friend's friends, you all begin to realize that this person is
funny, smart, and fun to be around. Just don’t get caught being seen around him.
Your friend's friends has always been the target of physical abuse. He would be pushed by
a passing crowd or tripped as he moved through a another group. Inside, you are relieved
that he is getting the punishment and not you. You still feel bad for your friend, though
there isn’t much you can do.
The situation takes a twist, an unexpected turn for the worst. Your friend begins to receive
threats and taunts on his IM account. Now, in an ordinary social group the weak lamb
would be sacrificed to whomever is set on torturing this person for the safety of the entire
group. However, this is not an ordinary group. You are part of this group. You are not an
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ordinary friend. You have skills to stop this degrading misuse of technology. You are a
Hacker High School student and you know how to stop this cyber-attack.
With a Cheshire cat grin, you approach your nervous friend and ask to see that offensive
text on their device. A quick peak at the device and you wink to your bewildered
friend. Let the fun begin.
Step 1. Don't respond. Simple and effective. The bully can't do much if they don't have an
audience, more so in cyberspace.
Step 2. Return the message with a modified trojan of your own. The trojan needs to be a
two-part seed. One part establishes a basic stealth port connection to your second-part
server located on some unused network elsewhere. Once the first segment of the trojan is
loaded or activated on the bullys system (make sure it is web based to use ports already
open and a common scripting language), the second-part would be pulled into and
connect,.... Opps, never-mind. Bad ISECOM , bad. No biscuit for you, ISECOM.
Step 3. Redirect every nasty electronic comment or picture made by the bully to either of
the bully’s parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles and so forth. Your school administration
would love to see this kind of material, so would the chief of your local police department.
Step 4. If the taunts are via cell-phone, just block the number. It's lame but it works. If the
bully crosses the line into criminal acts, those phone calls are easy to access by law
enforcement. Emails are a little tougher to access but still is evidence for the prosecution.
Step 5. Stop posting photos, messages, comments, and tweets on all of your social
networks. Don't trust anyone until you know for sure they are your friends and will keep
your secrets safe.
Step 6. If your parents hire a lawyer or an investigator, give them this web site to obtain
Facebook records https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines/. Most law
enforcement agencies should already know how to obtain this information from
Facebook using either a subpena or a warrant. Or you could bypass all that legal stuff
and pay for the entire Facebook data collection at a cost of $1.4 billion (U.S.). That dollar
value is based off of 2011 currency value, not corrected for inflation. Why not? Seven
other organizations paid that much for the Facebook data already.
Step 6. Metasploit! 'nogh said. If none of these steps work, read further down for more tips
and tricks.

The Dangers of Sexting
To sext is to send a sexually explicit message or photographs, usually through a mobile
device, to another person. Sexting was first published in a 2005 Sunday Telegraph
magazine and has since been widely acknowledged. Social interaction has been
enhanced by the advancement of technology. Many kids and teenagers own mobile
phones today and can share texts, messages, photographs, or multimedia messages that
may be more sexually explicit.
In some countries, sexting has great legal consequences, especially when minors are
involved. In another case of really stupid legislation in some countries, teenagers who sent
explicit texts and images have been found guilty of distributing child pornography while
the recipients can be accused of handling child pornography. Seriously, these countries
have rules that prosecute the recipients of messages for receiving a message, wanted or
not. These legislators are clearly not thinking that even they can receive a message, even
accidentally, that they shouldn't see. Furthermore, criminalizing teens for voluntarily
sharing pictures of themselves naked, an age period known for hormonal urges, by
marking them for life as a sex offender is in itself a criminal form of bullying.
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However, there is another side of this. One form of sexting as cyberbullying is to send
disturbing sexual pictures to those who don’t want them. A survey conducted in the UK in
2009 indicated that 38% of teens aged 11 to 18 had at some point received “distressing
and offensive” sexual text and email messages.
Another risk of sexting as related to cyberbullying is the ease with which they can be
propagated without the control and even the knowledge of the originator, especially by
a bully. Even closest friends may have ill-advised motives or be upset when the friendship
may come to an end. This is when they can take advantage of the photos in their
possession to malign other’s names. Sexting is a dangerous game and teens must
understand that whatever they write or send online or store on a digital device may end
up on servers around the Internet forever.
Case Study: Assume you have a girl/boy friend. You're really, really close; you're just
terribly excited about each other. You enjoy all the usual activities like dating, hanging out
together, and giving each other goo-goo eyes. Assume you start sexting each other. Then
something changes in the relationship. Let's say you decide that this person is not the loveof-your-life and decide to break it off. You have moved on to someone else. But your “ex”
friend still has all those sexts, perhaps including explicit (compromising?) photographs of
you. In a fit of pique, they decide to “share” with everyone to show them “how bad you
really are”. Perhaps including your new girl/boy friend. Perhaps the entire school. Perhaps
a pornography service. How will you handle this situation? How could you have prevented
it? Discuss this with some friends you trust, or perhaps ask questions in this lesson.
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Feed Your Head: Bullying of Celebrities
Celebrities are often the victims (and not always the perpetrators) of having risque
photos of themselves end up around the Internet. Despite the saying, the contrary is
actually true and not “all publicity is good publicity”. How do they handle it? Denial.
One of the reasons that so many people are aware that the Internet needs to remain
free of identifying information is because in the case of privacy leaks, deniability is
often one's only option. They say it's a look-alike, “It wasn't me. I don't care who that
looks like or where that looks like it was, it's not me. It looks scarily like me but believe
me, I wish I looked that good naked.” And some people believe them and others
don't but in the end it usually goes away, forgotten over time. Deniability is a very
strong method of hacking social situations and human beings function in such a way
that they accept deniability as a valid defense maybe because they too someday
want or need that particular defense for themselves.
That particular ability to deny is how celebrities can put up with life under the
microscope and dealing with their housekeepers stealing their intimate bedroom
moments on film ("We thought the red light meant the camera was charging after a
day of site-seeing").
Deniability or the power to explain or contest a situation is valuable to us as individuals
and to society. Imagine the police have a telephone log on a suspected terrorist. He
mis-dials and gets you at home. You talk for 1 minute where confusion abounds
because you're unsure who the caller is and the caller is confused by who you are. He
keeps repeating your telephone number back to you and says stuff you can't
understand. You repeat back what he thinks he said. Then he hangs up. Now imagine
that scenario as an outsider reviewing the phone log and tape of the call while the
whole time in your mind being suspicious of the caller. It doesn't look good for you.
You will be investigated. You may end up on "lists." And all because you never had
the chance to explain it was a wrong number call.
But if we are all law-abiding citizens with no shameful habits to excuse then what's the
problem? The problem is when mistakes occur. And with the error record of most
governments and corporations who may be collecting your data, it is very scary. So a
passport number typo can land you on the No-Fly list. How do you get off that list? If
you can, how much time and money will it cost you to get off? Will the airline even
refund your ticket?
So like celebrities, it's not really the privacy infringement that should worry you. It's the
places and times where you can't contest or deny all the places your identity shows
up in those papers and paparazzi websites. Because they know that losing deniability
is really losing freedom.

How to Hack a Cyberbully
Being a good hacker is being able to avoid or defuse bullying in most situations.
Unfortunately there's not much information about this anywhere and hackers may end up
at the brunt of a lot of bullying because the means to deal with it seems so foreign. But it's
really just a form of hacking.
Hackers tend to make good bullying victims because they're strange, different, and may
exclude themselves from sports and other social activities offline. This is a mistake.
Remember that bullying is an emotional response that kids have to anyone who is
different and puts up a chase. A good hacker can also hack the social situations and
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make an appearance at the right places so as not to look like an outsider, even if you
don't stay. At least you showed up. The more you do that, the less of an outsider you will
begin to appear. Secondly, don't give chase. You can dismiss a bully by not interacting,
walk away, or put yourself in a new location where there are authority figures who can
help but don't do it in a way that appears to be you running from the situation. It's the
same online. Don't interact and make yourself invisible where possible.
First off, hacking allows you to see what interactions need to be blocked both online and
offline. They can use DoXing to identify the perpetrator of anonymous or masquerading
bullying and perhaps even turn the tables on them. Legally, however, this evidence
collected is better to present to the authorities to give the appropriate punishment.
Having the information about the perpetrator will also allow the hacker to have a stronger
defensive position online. Knowing your enemy is a huge advantage because you will
know who you are blocking. You can avoid their flames, hate messages, or online
harassment. Email software has ways to block or refuse email from certain originators
(blacklisting). Another way to avoid online harassment is to only authorize mail from
certain people (whitelisting). Most Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have provisions for these
approaches; explore the capability and understand how to use it. If you are receiving
harassing messages on your school account, talk to the technicians; they may be able to
either blacklist or whitelist your email account at school. If you are receiving harassing text
messages, your cellular phone provider might provide similar services; investigate it. If they
are masquerading you can collect evidence of when the message came, from where,
and get help from the IT staff to determine which computer it was sent from and if there
were any other logins from that same IP address near that same time. That will help you
catch the bully for not just harassment but also for breaking into someone else's account
to masquerade as them. And that's a criminal offense where the police may be called
into the school to lead the bully out in handcuffs.
Sometimes DoXing will work and sometimes it won't. But at least the hacker knows who
the bully is and the bully knows that the hacker knows things about him (just not how
much the hacker knows and well, a little social engineering can keep the bully wondering
how much you know. In some cases, the bully may threaten the hacker to keep their
mouth shut in which case the hacker can accept that as a sign that the bullying from that
person will lessen and may even stop.
Some governments are dealing with online big-mouths in forums and mailing lists with
Trolling. As the online people post using inflammatory speech or illegal speech, they have
people who Troll them by insulting them, their character, and making fun of how they say
things. It is also a technique that hackers can use to shut-up bullies who spout hateful and
mean things about them by using masquerading and anonymity as well to “out” the bully
as a bully. Trolling will shut down a cyberbully without needing to resort to the low or mean
things they say.
Just remember that as a hacker, you are resourceful. You can inform yourself and find
things out on your own. You can protect yourself with strong encryption so that your
photos and messages don't leak where you don't want them to. You are discrete and
careful with your data and your devices. You can use anonymous proxies or Tor to hide
your IP address when online. You can use a VPN over wireless communications and you
can keep an eye on potential bullying attacks by capturing any unencrypted wifi packets
for the network you are on and even actively doing a search and replace on anything
they write which substitutes your name with their own. Most of all, you will be able to ride
the information wave of the Internet rather than have it ride you. So you'll be able to
research your options and which authorities: parents, teachers, police, can help you avoid
the worst of the bullying.
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Who is Who
There is nothing positive about cyberbullying. In any bullying case, there are three main
parties involved; the bully, the victim and the bullying witnesses. The way the three handle
the issue is of great significance and can either escalate the problem or help solve it.
Parents and teachers have a role to play as well.
The Bully: Bullies should be made to understand that causing harm to others doesn’t
benefit them in any way. Threatening, harassing and embarrassing others aren’t cool; it
only makes the bully appear mean, desperate and isolated. Instead of being quick to
punish and condemn bullies, parents, teachers and friends must make them understand
the consequences of their actions and the harm it can cause. Self acceptance and
happiness with one’s abilities is the surest way to overcome desires to bully others.
The Victim: Victims of bullying might at some point also have bullied others. It is sometimes
a give and take. So how does it feel? It hurts right? Then do to others what you want done
to you. No matter if you're different, strange, or scary, you don't deserve to be bullied.
Nobody does. Unfortunately your society might expect you to stand up for yourself or else
give you the blame for “letting yourself be bullied”. In that case, you need to hack the
situation and find the right people to help you. And don't stop until you get the help you
need. Be relentless.
The Bullying Witness: If you witness a bullying scene, you should intervene and report the
incident. Nobody thinks less of the person who intervenes in bullying. They may say stuff
momentarily in the heat of the moment, since bullying is an emotional response, but after
a cool-down period, it's rare that the person who intervened is ever seen negatively by
the bully or those around who also did nothing to intervene. If you are a friend of a bully
who sends nasty messages or emails to others, and you do nothing about it, then you are
an accomplice. Deter bullying rather than participating in such a mean act.
Parents and Teachers: Parents and teachers should be at the forefront, guiding young
people on safe interactions both online and off. They should help young people
understand the dangers of bullying, consistently teach and correct any lack of empathy
when it arises, and provide better conflict resolution methods, dialogue and nonconfrontational ways of dealing with bullies.

The Polite Solution to a Cyberbully
Every chat room has one member that is a bit rude to others. When that rudeness turns to
hateful language against a single member, the other members need to assert their voice
and keep that one bad seed in check. If that behavior is allowed to continue, you might
find yourself the next target of abuse. Stop it before it ruins friendships.
There is a moral trend of teens policing their own online areas. It is not uncommon for one
member of the group to warn the offender that their actions will not be tolerated. If the
bully doesn’t clean up their act, it is quite simple to ban them from the group. The group
as a whole doesn’t need to all agree with this ban action but it needs to happen before
the bad person tries to form some sort of alliance.
One particular female Facebook member posted several response messages to pictures
her friends had posted of themselves. This teen was upset about so many selfpix (pictures
taken of themselves) showing a sexy pose or missing bra strap. Her message to her friends
was that posting these selfpix ruins that person’s image. The messages were not meant to
be call-outs or degrading but rather simple reminders to keep fellow female friends from
creating the wrong image of themselves online and offline.
This is certainly not anything new. Social groups have been looking after each other for
years; it is just being handled at earlier and earlier ages as technology is being introduced
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at younger ages. Teens are no longer accepting invites or being friended by anyone they
do not know directly or indirectly. Computer savvy folks will often ask an invite a few
questions before they even think about accepting this person into their on-line life. These
questions include:
Where do I know you from or where do you know me from
Are you in my school
Who are your teachers
Who are you related to
What school programs are you involved in
These simple questions curb unwanted intruders into your online life and help provide
some level of privacy. Asking some simple questions about another online person is not
rude, it is the responsible way to ensure you are not chatting with a harmful person.
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Conclusion
It is the responsibility of all people directly and indirectly involved in cyberbullying to help
stamp out bullying among the young population. The bullies, the bullied, the witnesses,
teachers and parents have a role to play. With deaths being reported, high school
dropout cases and psychological harm, cyberbullying and any other form of bullying must
be dealt with at its earliest time.
Look at it this way, if you had a low self-esteem and were stupid, you might be a bully too.
The best way to stop all forms of bullying is to prevent it before it starts. That means
everyone takes responsibility for their actions and reports any incident that might be
considered a bullying tactic. You don't have to stop the bully, just report the bully to
someone who can correct the behavior using parental leverage.
Research paper after research paper suggests that the bully is actually being harmed as
much as the victim is due to a cycle of abuse previously put on the bully. This may be a
perceived opinion but ISECOM would like to present the victims side of the emotional
harm. It is our view that suffering should not be allowed nor tolerated if at all
preventable. As a student of Hacker High School, ISECOM would like to by-pass all the
rhetoric shown in the news and focus on what current research shows to work. How you
use this knowledge is entirely up to you but remember that all actions have a
consequence.
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